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○ To train language models on Russian corpora of different language 
styles (linguists emit five Russian language styles: scientific, official, 
journalistic, artistic and colloquial).

○ To examine how language style affects the language model 
performance and quality of embeddings from language models.
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Goals
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Language modelling data

1. Official style: Wikipedia was spared from html-markup.
2. Journalistic style: WMT News is distributed preprocessed and cleaned.
3. Colloquial style: In Twitter all hashtags and user logins were replaced by special 

tokens.

Vocabulary size for each dataset is 1 million tokens.
Every dataset was split to train (98%) and validation (2%) sets.



○ RuSentiment1  contains almost 30 thousands social media posts 
labelled with 5 classes: positive, negative, neutral, speech and skip. 

○ Subset “random posts” is divided to train and validation in proportion 
9/1.

○ RuSentiment relates to colloquial style.
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Classification data

1Rogers, A., Romanov, A., Rumshisky, A., Volkova, S., Gronas, M., and Gribov, A. (2018). Rusentiment: An enriched sentiment analysis 
dataset for social media in russian. In Proceedings of the 27th International Conference on Computational Linguistics, pages 755–763.



○ Train language models of official, journalistic and colloquial styles.

○ Fine-tune language model on RuSentiment.

○ Cross-compare bi-gram language models on different domains.

○ Train classifiers with fastText embeddings of official/journalistic and 
colloquial styles.

○ Train classifiers with ELMo of three different styles.
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Experimental setup



Training and fine-tuning of LMs

Peters, M. E., Neumann, M., Iyyer, M., Gardner, M., Clark, C., Lee, K., and Zettlemoyer, L. (2018). Deep contextualized word 
representations. arXiv preprint arXiv:1802.05365.
https://www.slideshare.net/shuntaroy/a-review-of-deep-contextualized-word-representations-peters-2018

https://www.slideshare.net/shuntaroy/a-review-of-deep-contextualized-word-representations-peters-2018
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Training and fine-tuning of LMs
○ Bi-gram KenLM1 model is to predict conditional probability ℙ(ωn|ωn-1) of word ωn given the 

preceding word ωn-1.

○ The resulting perplexities show how accurately a bi-gram model from one specific domain 
(rows) predicts words of test set from another specific domain (columns)

1Heafield, K., Pouzyrevsky, I., Clark, J. H., and Koehn, P. (2013). Scalable modified Kneser-Ney language model estimation. In 
Proceedings of the 51st Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics, pages 690–696, Sofia, Bulgaria.



○ fastText3 embeddings trained on Russian 
Wiki and News corpora 

○ fastText3 embeddings trained on Russian 
Twitter corpus 

○ ELMo trained on Russian WMT News 
dataset

○ ELMo trained on Russian Wikipedia 
dataset

○ ELMo trained on Russian Twitter dataset
○ ELMo trained on Russian Twitter dataset 

and fine-tuned on RuSentiment

Training classifiers SWCNN1 and BiGRU2

1Kim, Y. (2014). Convolutional neural networks for sentence classification. arXiv preprint arXiv:1408.5882.
2Cho, K., Van Merri¨enboer, B., Gulcehre, C., Bahdanau, D., Bougares, F., Schwenk, H., and Bengio, Y. (2014). Learning phrase 
representations using rnn encoderdecoder for statistical machine translation. arXiv preprint arXiv:1406.1078.
2Johnson, R. and Zhang, T. (2016). Supervised and semisupervised text categorization using lstm for region embeddings. arXiv preprint
arXiv:1602.02373.
3Bojanowski, P., Grave, E., Joulin, A., and Mikolov, T. (2017). Enriching word vectors with subword information. Transactions of the 
Association for Computational Linguistics, 5:135–146.
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Results
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Examples



1. We have introduced pre-trained Russian language models of 
official, journalistic and conversational language styles.

2. We have trained two popular architectures on 6 different 
embeddings of different language styles.

3. Embeddings from language models are appropriate to be used in 
classification tasks if the domain of language model and target 
problem are close.
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Conclusion
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